Helen the cow lived on a farm with her friends Rainbow the chicken and Sparkles the horse.

One day, the three friends were playing hide and seek in the meadow. Helen and Rainbow hid while Sparkles counted to ten.

“Ready or not, here I come!” called Sparkles, and she ran off to look for her friends.

First she found Rainbow hiding in the long, wavy grass. Then she found Helen hiding behind a tall tree. Now, it was Helen’s turn.

Helen closed her eyes and counted to ten. She quickly found Sparkles hiding in a dark rocky cave, but she couldn’t find Rainbow anywhere! Helen and Sparkles worked together to look for Rainbow the chicken. They looked in the long grass. They looked behind the tall trees. The called out to her – “Rainbow? Rainbow where are you?” Helen and Sparkles were starting to feel scared that they could not find their friend.

All of a sudden, they heard a great, big “BOO!” from behind them! It was Rainbow! She was hiding in a deep hole. “I tricked you!” laughed Rainbow.

Helen, Rainbow and Sparkles walked home to the farm to have their dinner.